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The World’s Most Advanced Nano-Macro Technology 
 

 

       CORPORATE OPINIONS 
 
 

These are the Professional Corporate opinions of the owners of 
the Proprietary Mendezation Process. Specifically, the worldwide 
instant monetary rewards and benefits that Mankind will 
experience by using the Industrial Super Green Digital 
Alternating Current (AC) Massive Piezo Electricity stored inside 
any Mendezized® 24 karats Meta Gold Financial bars that can be 
used to guarantee and secure any kind of financial instrument, 
any kind of derivative instrument, and any kind of Corporate 
bond, Government bond or Government currency. 
 
The Atomic Force Electrical Conductivity Reports (Confidential Report attached) for Regular and 
Mendezized Gold, Silver, Platinum, Quartz, and Commercial Polycrystalline Silicon clearly 
demonstrate that the Mendezized atoms are almost flat and create a perfect hexagonal grid. The 
Electrical Conductivity increased from Pico Amps in the regular gold to micro amps in the Mendezized 
gold. The high of regular atoms went from micro meters to nano meters in the Mendezized versions. 
 
The Ballistic Test Report (shown on the “Scientifics Reports” Section of our website) proves that 
Mendezized aluminum changed from Mega Pascals to Giga Pascals. The ballistic test was 
conducted by a professional third party (Fenestration Testing Labs) scientifically demonstrates that 
The Mendezized Aluminum plates could not be penetrated by 357 Magnum full metal jacket 
bullets. The results prove the Metamaterial super mechanical properties of Mendezized matter.  

A Metamaterial (from the Greek word μετά meta, meaning "beyond" and the Latin word materia, 
meaning "matter" or "material") is a material engineered to have a property that is not found in 
naturally occurring materials. They are made from assemblies of multiple elements fashioned from 
composite materials such as metals and plastics. The materials are usually arranged in repeating 
patterns, at scales that are smaller than the wavelengths of the phenomena they influence. 
Metamaterials derive their properties “not from the properties of the base materials”, but from 
“their newly designed organized structures”. Their precise shape, geometry, size, orientation and 
arrangement gives them their smart properties capable of manipulating electromagnetic waves: by 
blocking, absorbing, enhancing, or bending waves, to achieve benefits that go beyond what is 
possible with conventional materials.  
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Additional testing has been completed with numerous other metals and minerals including gold, 
platinum, silver, copper, aluminum, lead, graphite, carbon, diamond, quartz and polycrystalline and 
monocrystalline silicon, etc. The results have always been consistent in scope and nature with a 
metamaterial.  

The Mendezized process has also been successfully applied to current hardware technologies such 
as standard INTEL commercial CPU’s and related components found in most computers, 
motherboards, hard drives or graphic cards. INTEL CPU’s and related components were 
Mendezized and then tested at our facility, performed like a classic computer but also exhibited near 
quantum computer properties. Due to the quantized super metamaterial properties and super 
mechanical strength the Mendezized CPU’s and related components were able to operate at any 
electronic frequency (from Hertz to Tera Hertz). The result was the creation of a super quantized 
electronic signal scientifically known as “The Mendezized Quantum Signal”. 

Our Proprietary "Scientific Reports Section" in our website www.mendezizedmetals.com for regular 
and Mendezized Gold prove all these incredible scientific facts. More importantly, we can 
demonstrate these properties at the commercial scale. “The Mendezation Process” reorganizes 
naturally disorganized matter into a new organized structure. In this process, it creates a 
quantized flat atomic hexagonal grid at both the atomic and macro scales. Permanently altering 
the atomic structure and purity of atoms in the individual metals, minerals, metalloids, crystals, 
halogens, gasses, hydrocarbons, molecules, cells and thousands of other man made compounds. 

The Mendezized materials transform into metamaterials that naturally display super incredible 
properties. It also allows metals, metalloids or minerals to store at the macro scale megawatts and 
gigawatts of natural digital (not analog) piezo a/c electricity. Mendezized materials also maintain their 
almost super electrical superconductivity at room temperature, super mechanical properties, super 
thermal properties, super magnetic properties and super photonic properties. 

Finally, the Mendezized materials also demonstrate natural Magnetic North and South monopoles 
as described by Paul Dirac. The results are consistent with James Clerk Maxwell mathematical 
equations for electromagnetism with a Magnetic Monopole and with Max Planck's master 
equations. The equations clearly state that the higher the frequency the higher the electron-volt 
energy which are consistent with our findings. We also suspect that quantized Mendezized super 
metamaterial have additional characteristics consistent with the existence of gravitons.  

For the past 27 years, we (the Mendezized Metals Corporation) have been developing our 
proprietary technology that is protected by Federal and State Trade Secret Laws as stated on 
U.S. Code Section 18, Part 1, Chapter 90, Section 1831 to 1839, and Florida Statute 812.081. 
These Federal & State Trade Secret Laws completely protect our intellectual property and 
proprietary technology. The State and Federal Trade Secret Laws provide additional legal 
protection not included in existing Patent Laws because they carry criminal sanctions and 
extraterritorial jurisdiction by the FBI. The New Amendments to the Federal Trade Secret Laws 
now carry Federal Rico Civil Actions. A Private Action can also be filed directly with the Federal 
Courts by the OWNER (in this case MMC). This Incredible proprietary technology is Legally Owned 
Free and Clear by Mendezized Metals Corporation and is also known as The Mendezation 
Process; and can’t be legally challenged in any State Court or Federal Court of the United 
States because the Statute of Limitations for Civil matters that is for a MAXIMUM of Six Years 
has already EXPIRED and also because we ALWAYS had our official Public Website: 
www.mendezizedmetals.com  displayed on the INTERNET during this time for the whole world to 
be aware of the existence of our Federal Trade Secret Proprietary Technology. 
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Gold and energy have a long history of use as commodities. However, they have never been 
combined as such until now. According to DTC’s Legal manual an “Eligible Security” is one that is 
freely tradable pursuant to U.S. securities laws and is otherwise qualified to be held at DTC 
and serviced. After an extensive legal process conducted by The Depository Trust Corporation 
(DTC) our two Mendezized 24 Karat Gold Backed Certificates of Deposit became a fully register 
New “Equity Security” with The Depository Trust Corporation (DTC) under DTC issued CUSIP 
37999AFJ6. The registration is for two 24 karat Mendezized Super Meta Gold backed Certificates of 
Deposit issued on behalf of MMC by Global Trust Depository. Global Trust Depository is a legal 
trustee and officer of The Court in the State of California. Each of the one ounce Mendezized 
Super Meta 24 karat gold backed COD(s) is priced at $2.6 billion dollars. The monetary value was 
insured by Citibank, N.A. against Loss, Theft or Acts of God. After doing extensive Legal 
Verification for six months, The American Gem Society, one of the most prestigious organizations in 
the world with 85 years of existence authorized the issuance under oath of two professional 
appraisals certifying the incredible value of $2.6 billion dollars for one ounce of Mendezized 
Super Meta 24 Karat Gold. The baseline used for the report was the Professional Atomic Report 
issued by Northwestern University for Regular and Mendezized Super Meta 24 karat Gold Bars. In 
addition, the two professional appraisals issued by the American Gem Society under oath legally 
used the intrinsic everyday price of regular gold listed at KITCO Metals Worldwide as the 
baseline for the SAME intrinsic value of Mendezized Super Meta 24 karat gold. In other words, 
The Intrinsic Monetary Value of Mendezized 24 Karat Super Meta Gold Bars is the SAME as the 
Intrinsic Monetary value of Regular 24 Karat Gold Bars, but “BILLIONS of DOLLARS HIGHER”. 

Furthermore, once again after an extensive legal process conducted by The Depository Trust 
Corporation (DTC) we were also able to Fully Register a New “Debt Security” with the Depository 
Trust Corporation (DTC). This DTC registration was for MMC $1 Billion dollars 144A Corporate 
Bonds Issued under S&P issued CUSIP 586528AC5, FINRA Trading Symbol MENZ4423818 
using one of our DTC Registered Mendezized Super Meta 24 Karat Gold backed Certificates of 
Deposit issued on behalf of MMC by Global Trust Depository worth $2.6 Billion dollars as collateral.  

The NEW Equity Securities and NEW Debt Securities registered by The Depository Trust 
Corporation (DTC) have created a legal precedence for the Existing “WORLDWIDE FINANCIAL 
INDUSTRY” because Mendezized Super Meta 24 Karat Gold Bars HAD BEEN Legally USED to 
Guarantee and Secure Equity and Debt Securities via DTC since the year 2016. They can also 
be used to Guarantee any Government Currency because The Depository Trust Corporation (DTC) 
also issued Two (2) $500 Million Global Notes on behalf of Mendezized Metals Corporation for 
MMC’s 144A $1 Billion dollars Corporate Bond Issue using one of our DTC registered Mendezized 
Gold Backed 24 Karats Equity Certificate of Deposit Security. In Summary, Mendezized 24 Karat 
Meta Gold Bars have already created three different types of DERIVATIVE DTC “SECURITIES”, 
Equity Securities (Mendezized 24 Karat Gold backed Certificates of Deposit), Debt Securities 
(Mendezized 24 Karat Gold Backed Corporate Bonds), and Note Securities (DTC Global Notes).  

Potential Application:  

If we Mendezized 100 tons of Regular Gold (a task that will take us 6 to 9 months) out of the 4,583 
metric tons of Regular Gold Stored in Fort Knox, The United States Federal Reserve Bank will 
instantly have the tangible Incredible amount of $8.32 quadrillion dollars (100 tons X 2,000 
pounds X 16 Ounces = 3,2 million ounces X $2.6 billion dollars per ounce = $8,320 Trillion dollars 
inside the  US Treasury Department) in instant monetary value that will be immediately enough  
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money to guarantee and to re-issue 34 times the total existing debt of the United States and 
the rest of the world Immediately. This is the master solution to a problem that has been teaching 
for the last 50 years that newly created debt can create cash without the existence of any collateral.  

We have to analyze the following; the more money central banks print, the more value gold will have. 
It is incorrect to say that gold will rise in price. The right thing to do is to say that all currencies will fall 
in price due to the loss of confidence caused by banks and governments that do not stop printing 
money to keep the system standing. The Central Bank of the Netherlands made a surprising 
statement recently: "If the global monetary system collapses, we will need gold to start from scratch." 

The famous Banker J.P. Morgan said more than a century ago that people seem to have forgotten 
today: "Gold is Money. Everything else is Credit." People think they have money, but they don't. 
By definition, fiat money is not really money. They are only currencies whose value depends on the 
trust of others. Trust supports its value. When everyone lost confidence in Venezuela, the currency 
lost all its value and those who were "rich" because they had millions in the bank ended up losing 
everything and discovering to the bad that what they saved was simple printed paper. 

The real rich have tangible things that can't be printed or disappeared easily, such as real estate, 
gold, silver, and museum-quality artwork. Few understand that gold is neither a commodity nor an 
investment. Gold is money. Gold isn't supposed to give you a yield because it's money. Pure money. 
Investments give you a return because you take a risk when you make them. But with gold the risk is 
zero. Gold is a genuine way to own and conserve wealth over time, without having to worry about the 
effects of inflation and bank policies. Banks cannot print gold, so it cannot be devalued. 

Technically, gold doesn't go down or up, despite what people believe and what the media is saying. 
When they say that gold falls relative to the dollar, what really happens is that the dollar is 
strengthened. When they say gold rises relative to the dollar, what really happens is that the dollar 
weakens. Gold always remains constant as the only real money that has existed throughout history 
and that exists today.   

As Robert Kiyosaki said: "Fiat money is the money of the elite. Bitcoin is people's money. Gold is 
God's money." 

Fiat Money is also “Debt Currency” because it only creates “DEBT”. Commodity 
money is money whose value comes from a commodity of which it is made. Commodity money 
consists of objects having value or use in themselves (intrinsic value) as well as their value in 
buying goods. This is in contrast to representative money, which has little or no intrinsic value but 
represents something of value, and fiat money, which has value only because it has been 
established as money by government regulation. Mendezized Meta Gold would allow the United 
States Government to be able to have simultaneously Fiat Money, Commodity Money and 
Representative Money. 

Fiat currencies come and go, but gold is always maintained. You have to, as it is the only real money 
that exists. Gold was here before all of us and will be here long after we all leave. Gold is the 
barometer with which everything must be measured in the economy, especially currencies. It's the 
only real, pure thing that exists. When someone asks you what money is, mention the gold. When 
someone asked you what debt is, tell them about the fiat currencies that exist today, such as the 
dollar, the euro, the yen, the yuan, the pound and the peso.  
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The United States, China, Russia and the Eurozone have quietly acquired thousands of tons of gold 
in all these years and stored them in their reserves guarded by their armies and the highest 
technology. Do they know something you and I don't know? Yes of course. They know that this 
financial experiment of "quantitative expansion," "stimulus, " and "debt monetization" cannot last 
forever. The game will come to an end at some point, and when it happens, people will lose 
confidence in all that printed paper and desperately look for something of tangible value that cannot 
be corrupted, like gold. It has always happened throughout history and this time it will be no 
exception. No fiat currency, not a single currency, in all history, has managed to survive. They all 
always end up going back to their original value: “ZERO”. 

Once again, never forget what legendary banker J.P. Morgan, founder of the Banking House that 
bears his name said: "Gold is Money. Everything else is Credit." Mendezized Meta Super Gold 
baseline price is based on the everyday price of the SAME regular Gold and Mendezized Gold will 
bring back the SAME “Gold Standard” but in a BETTER WAY because it will be at the SAME 
TIME backed by the tremendous amount of PIEZO ELECTRICITY stored INSIDE every 
Mendezized 24 Karat Super Meta Gold Bar worth BILLIONS of DOLLARS.  

Energy at its most basic level in human society is the ultimate commodity and service. If we 
wish to travel in our car we must purchase gasoline which is converted to energy to move our 
car. For our homes to function we must purchase electricity which is converted from various  
forms of chemical energy. Our taxes pay for the electricity that moves our cities on a daily basis 
via public transportation, city lights, an airport’s operation, etc. Without energy today’s world 
would not be able to function in its current form. Energy via Electricity has innate instant 
monetary value and costs a lot of money to be produced and converted into electricity from  
various sources of chemical energy like Coal, Gas and Petroleum. 

A Financial Institution who purchases or uses as collateral the Mendezized® super piezo 
electrical commercial precious metal bars that also have existing professional commercial 
appraisals stating the commercial monetary value in U.S. dollars for the Mendezized® super piezo 
electrical gold, platinum, and silver commercial bars, can create their own kind of super asset 
backed securities due to their own intrinsic properties. Mendezized® super piezo electrical gold, 
platinum, and silver commercial bars are a super asset backed security, perhaps the best and  most 
secured super asset backed security and financial instrument ever seen in the world for financial 
institutions to monetize. That is because the price of regular Gold for example could decrease to 
$1 dollar an ounce without having any effects on the price of the Mendezized® super unique 
commercial 24 karat one ounce bars.  

The price of regular UnMendezized gold  has very little stored energy inside which  is not  the  
case of Mendezized® super unique  commercial  24  karat  one  ounce  bars that  have  a 
tremendous amount of tangible liquidity stored  inside  in the  form  of electro mechanical energy 
also known as piezo electricity that is always money at hand.  

To quantify the value of the Mendezized® super digital piezo electrical gold, platinum, and silver 
commercial bars an extrapolation of its properties was conducted. As a base line, three 
unmendezized one ounce commercial 24 karat gold bars, manufactured by three different 
manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial number 656079, Johnson  Matthey bearing  serial 
number  A74362, and Engelhard bearing serial number 829483 were  used to compare  to three  
Mendezized®  Super Piezo Electrical  one ounce commercial 24 karat gold bars, manufactured 
by Mendezized  Metals Corporation bearing  serial numbers  1001, 1002, and 1003. The results 
prove conclusively at the nano, micro and macro/commercial level that the three Mendezized® 
Super Piezo Electrical one ounce commercial 24 karat gold bars were 99.9999999999% pure.  
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The 24 karat gold bars manufactured by Mendezized Metals Corporation bearing serial numbers 
1001, 1002, and 1003 had greater electrical conductivity which means more energy capacity and 
5 ORDERS of MAGNITUDE HIGHER of ENERGY STORED INSIDE. The fact that we used 
Commercial  UnMendezized gold  bars from  three  different manufacturers of  precious  metals;  
Credit  Suisse, Johnson  Matthey and  Engelhard to conduct these AFM electrical measurements  
on a blind test basis makes these  incredible results  more valid. The electrical measurements  
obtained from the commercial gold bars manufactured by these three different precious metals 
manufacturers which produce and refine almost 75% of all precious metals worldwide were 
within a tight range of less that 1% difference making these results statistically valid. 
Furthermore, the AFM electrical measurements obtained with the three Mendezized® Piezo 
Electrical commercial 24 karat gold bars produced by Mendezized Metals Corporation were also in 
a tight range of less that 1% difference which makes these results 100% statistically valid.  
 
The final step to determine the unique commercial value of Mendezized® super piezo electrical 
purity, energy and electricity within the Mendezized® super piezo electrical gold, platinum,  and 
silver commercial precious metals bars involved requesting two individual commercial appraisals  
for each Mendezized® super gold ingot to be issued by the prestigious American  Gem Society 
authorized through its registered  appraisers. We must also state that IRS official publication 544 
specifically defines gold, silver and precious metals as tangible property and capital assets.  
 
Therefore, these two professional appraisals issued under oath by the prestigious American Gem 
Society legally certified that each of the three Mendezized super piezo electrical commercial gold 
bars is worth $2.6 billion dollars and are tangible property and capital assets subject to taxes, and 
are as tangible  as  any U.S. Treasury Bond. 
 
According to the CIA annual World Factbook the value for all worldwide government public and  
private debt for the year 2019 was $253 Trillion U.S dollars. The amount of all worldwide 
financial cash reserves and gold for all countries is only $2 Trillion U.S dollars. The U.S. is the 
biggest debtor worldwide owing almost $17 trillion U.S. dollars. Of great concern to the world’s 
financial health is the $1.2 quadrillion derivatives market; It is very complex yet virtually 
unregulated. It should be of concern to world leaders that the derivatives market notional value 
is 20 times the size of the world economy. At its core the biggest threat to the worldwide 
economic stability is that none of the existing worldwide $253 Trillion dollars in debt issued in 
public stocks, government bonds and government currencies is NOT Backed by ANY Tangible 
guarantee or security such as gold, platinum, silver, or diamonds. Currently, what is tabbed 
“secured and guaranteed” financial paper is no more than an illusion and can be as fickle as the 
wind. If we were to take the worldwide balance sheet to a professional accounting firm the 
world’s economies would have to file for bankruptcy. None of the worldwide government 
public debt, government currencies, or public stock is secured or guaranteed in any way, shape 
or form by any kind of tangible security. The insurance companies of the world cannot cover 
these unsecured assets because all the assets of all major insurance companies (most of which 
are in life insurance policies) of the world only amount to about $18.4 trillion U.S. dollars. 
Essentially, all worldwide insurance companies, most of which are public companies, are in the 
same situation as public stock companies, government bond issuers, and government 
currencies. None of these entities have stocks, bonds or financial instruments secured or 
guaranteed by any tangible asset. 
 
The Mendezized® electricity stored via piezo electricity inside Mendezized® super piezo electrical  
precious metals will be the ultimate tangible instrument to secure, and to guarantee any kind 
of financial instrument, any kind of derivative instrument, any kind of public  stock, any kind  of 
government bonds, and any kind of government currencies because tangible digi ta l  
electricity via piezo electricity is stored inside Mendezized® super piezo electrical precious metals 
which  is the  best  insurance,  and reinsurance to guarantee  and secure  any  financial instrument, 
government bonds, or government currencies that have zero guarantee and that  are not secured 
today. Theoretically, this stored digital super green piezo electricity via the digital piezo electricity 
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stored inside the Mendezized super meta piezo electrical precious metals can remain within the 
Mendezized super meta 24 karats gold bar for about the incredible amount of one hundred thousand 
years because is almost super conductive. 
 
An analogy can be made for Mendezized® precious metal bars by comparing it to a barrel of oil. 
A typical barrel of oil is tradable on the oil markets because it has accessible chemical energy 
stored inside making it an energy source though its shelf life is limited to about one year. The 
same situation would apply to a Mendezized® precious metal bar because it has accessible 
tangible electricity stored inside via Stored Digital Piezo Electricity making it an energy source 
like petroleum but with the difference that it would have a shelf life of one-hundred thousand 
years. The price fluctuations of UnMendezized gold would be irrelevant because the stored 
tangible super green digital piezo electricity inside an ingot of Mendezized® super meta piezo 
electrical 24 karats gold would remain constant and act like an insurance and reinsurance policy 
simultaneously. Mendezized® super piezo electrical precious metals  bars will be the best way to 
secure and  guarantee public stock, government bonds or government currencies  that  are 
currently not guaranteed or secured in any tangible way. Furthermore, all public companies 
worldwide would be able to re-issue their public stocks and all governments worldwide 
would be able to re-issue their existing government bonds and existing currencies in circulation. 
The worldwide economic crisis of the 2008 was exacerbated by the abnormal level of corporate 
and public leverage. General Motors which was the biggest worldwide non-financial company in 
2008 with daily sales of $1 billion dollars went bankrupt in less than a month because it was 
leveraged on 12 to 1 ratio and could not repay its outstanding debt. The public stock and 
bonds issued by General Motors were backed by nothing but a promise of repayment. Other 
than the physical assets on its books, the stock and bonds had zero tangible security and zero 
tangible guarantees. The same thing of course took place but in a much more compressed 
time frame with Lehman Brothers and Bears Stern which were financial investment banks. The 
old proverb says; “what is not corrected will be repeated, and it will multiply” and that’s exactly 
what can happen again on a bigger scale to the world. 
 
We have to remember that the $253 Trillion dollars that is owed by all countries is a real 
tangible debt. It is not going away and it is not going to magically disappear. This tangible debt 
of $253 Trillion dollars was based on perceived good credit ratings and perceived good faith for 
the past 40 years. In the end, it has to be repaid by all debtors including all citizens of the  
debtor countries. The citizens of the world enjoyed the benefits of their governments incurring 
debts directly or indirectly. The collection of sales tax, property tax, state and federal income 
taxes, etc. did  not  keep  up  with the  expansion  of  public  services, infrastructure,  and  
military spending resulting in our current economic situation. 
 
The tangible Mendezized® electricity stored inside Mendezized® super piezo electrical precious 
metals commercial ingots can also secure and guarantee any kind of financial instrument, any 
kind  of derivative instrument, any kind  of public  stock, any kind  of government bonds, and 
any kind  of  government currencies  ever issued that  helped to create the existing $253 trillion 
dollars debt and now these unsecured financial instruments named above can be re-issued 
secured and guaranteed by the Mendezized® electricity stored inside Mendezized® super piezo 
electrical precious metals commercial ingots. the existing financial world that is neither secured 
nor guaranteed by anything today can be transformed into a secured and guaranteed stable 
financial system. This cannot be accomplish by the regular gold standard if it was still in existence 
today the way it used to be 50 years ago because regular gold is very scarce and cannot 
guarantee itself directly or indirectly nor can it guarantee electricity directly. But electricity stored 
inside Mendezized® super piezo electrical commercial precious metals can guarantee and secure 
Mendezized® gold, Mendezized® platinum, and Mendezized® silver directly for one-hundred 
thousand years by having its electricity stored inside Mendezized® super piezo electrical precious 
metals ingots which regular non-mendezized gold, platinum, and silver versions cannot store 
inside themselves.  
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We are acutely aware of the impact that the disclosure of the above scientific research will  
have on mankind. The benefits of transforming commercial metals, and commercial minerals  
into super piezo electrical meta metals, and super piezo electrical meta minerals that has near 
electrical superconductivity at room temperature for commercial digital alternating current (AC) is 
a game changer. The technological advancement possible through the Mendezation® 
Process will increase worldwide commercial digital energy production and consumption to 
levels never thought possible bringing the end of global warming because nothing has to be 
BURNED to produce commercial digital electricity.  
 
Through this technology we will be able to touch almost every person living on planet earth no 
matter where they are located. To reach this end will require a paradigm shift in our 
understanding of science and technology.  
 
Our perceptions of what we thought science and technology will have to change to meet this 
new reality. Discovery will become perception which will become instant reality. The Mendezation® 
Process applications for electricity worldwide and its incredible financial worldwide 
applications for financial instruments is not just perception. It is a reality, big and tangible on a 
scale never seen before in human history.  
 
Mankind can now compare and benefit from the transformation of the UnMendezized regular 
matter into the incredible Mendezized® super meta and digital piezo electrical highly purified 
version of the same matter that now has piezo electricity stored inside like an Energy Warehouse.  
 
Above all else, it is our eternal hope that the Mendezation® Process helps usher in an era of 
peace and prosperity through scientific advancement, economic stability and green energy  
abundance for us all as individuals, and as a United Mankind which always has been the 
deepest desire in all of us.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


